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Description

Neurolinguistics aims at studying the correlates between (the computation of) linguistic structures and the neurophysiological response of the brain as one can infer from the quantitative measures obtained by different techniques (mainly, neuroimaging and electrophysiological methods). This new field was made possible by the revolution of generative grammar whose project is twofold: decomposing the complexity of traditional linguistic taxonomies into the interaction of more primitive entities, and by doing so defining the class of “possible human language”. Accordingly, in the first part of the course the fundamental ideas of general linguistics will be addressed, in particular, syntax which constitutes the exclusive boundary between all human languages and all the other systems of communications of living creatures. In the second part of the course we will approach neurolinguistic main methods and foundational results by addressing three case studies: impossible languages, negation and the novel field of inner speech reconstruction.

Readings


Evaluation

The evaluation will be based on an oral exam.

Calendar:

November 5th, 2018 - 14:00 – 17:00
November 6th, 2018 - 10:00-13:00
November 12th, 2018 - 10:00-13:00 – 14:00-15:00

Classroom 1-14: November 5th and 6th
Classroom 1-15: November 12th.